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Abstract. A setup for information transmission based on physical random sequence spreading method,
which is generated by physical random number generator based on room-temperature chaotic
oscillations in weakly coupled semiconductor superlattices, is demonstrated. The spreading
processing and auto-correlationg theories are investigated in detail. Then, the temporal waveforms and
auto-correlation intensity distributions of plaintext information, physical random sequence and
spreaded seauence were experimentally tested respectively. Both theoretical and experimental results
indicate that the physical random sequence can effectively use to accomplish spread spectrum, which
has significant value in the future secure information transmission.
Introduction
With the rapid development of information technology, spread spectrum communication technology
becomes more and more mature. Generally, spread spectrum communication technology uses a
random code sequence to modulate information data implementing spread spectrum, which can
greatly reduce power spectral density and obtain a higher signal to noise ratio. To our knowledge the
successful and mature application of random sequence is just pseudo-random sequence not only in
spread spectrum communication systems, but also in ranging systems, software testing systems, radar
systems and stream ciphers. However, pseudo-random sequence is generated by deterministic
algorithm, which is predictable no matter how complex the algorithm is for example m-sequence and
gold sequence [1, 2]. Physical random sequence can effectively solve the problem, which is essential
for our modern information based society especially in cryptography that is generated by physical
random number generators not depending on complex algorithms but rather on a physicsal process that
includes radioactive decay, photon arrival, beamsplitter based methods and so on to provide true
randomness [3-7].
In this manuscript, physical random sequence generated by physical random number generator
based on semiconductor superlattices is introduced into the spread spectrum communication systems
[8]. Firstly, theoretical analysis was investigated in detail. Then, the setup based on physical random
sequence for spectral spreading was demonstrated. Subsequently, the preoperties of spreaded
spectrum signals were tested and the results such as time and spectral properties and physical random
number based spread spectrum advantages were obtained. At last, conclusions were given.
Theory Analyses
The spread spectrum main process can be expressed as follows, which is similar to the pseudo random
spread pectrum technology [9, 10]. At the transmitter terminal, the signal for transmitting can be
expressed as following under the physcal random sequence modulating.
f (t )  2P0 S (t ) PRN (t ) cos(0t  0 )
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(1)
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P0 Is the transmitting signal power, S (t ) is information code, PRN is physical random number and
 0 is initial phase.
r (t )  2Pr S (t   ) PRN (t   ) cos(0t   )  n(t )

(2)
Pr Is the received signal power, n(t ) is additive noise in transmission and  is phase delay. The last
object that the spread spectrum receiver should achieve is to remove the physical random number
sequence and carrier delay, and then the signal S (t ) can be obtained. The whole process can be
demonstrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of spread spectrum process based on physical random code sequence
In Fig. 1, the sychronization of the two random number generators can adopt the zero-lag
synchronization (ZLS) based on mutual coupling, in which the chaotic oscillations are simultaneously
synchronized in spite of an arbitrary large physical distance between the chaotic oscillators. The
phenomenon of ZLS between two or more chaotic semiconductor lasers attracted theoreticaland
experimental interests because of promising applications to public-channel cryptography without
relying on number theory, as in other existing methods [8, 11, 12].
The balance property should stay the same even after spread spectrum. The difference between the
total number “one” and “zero” of f (t ) should be the same as r (t ) .
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f k Is the kth binary element of f (t ) and rk is the kth binary element of r (t ) . For ideal sequence,
no matter how long the sequence is the difference between zero number and one number should be no
more than 1. The experimental results will be given in the third section.
For binary physical random sequence PRN (t ) , the definition of auto-correlation can be obtained by
the following formula.
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where N is the tototal number of the binary physical random sequence code. It is easily to under
stand that spreading spectrum operation should not change the auto-correlation characters of the
sequence, which will be proved in the third section.
RPRN ( ) 

Experimental Results
A high speed all-electronic physical random bit generator based on chaotic current oscillations of
semiconductor superlattice at room temperature generating the random sequence provided by Suzhou
Institute of Nano-tech and Nano-bionics of Chinese Academy of Sciences. Dirrerent physical random
sequences were randomly selected with varing lengthes, which were demonstrated in Table 1. The
testing results of the tations between ones to zeros were also given.
Table 1 The testing results of physical random sequence balance property
Serial number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Sequence
length/bit
13400
26800
40200
53600
67000
80400
93800
107200
120600
134000

Number of ones

Ones ration

6720
13423
20059
26787
33493
40176
46831
53548
60240
66965

0.5015
0.5009
0.4990
0.4998
0.4999
0.4997
0.4993
0.4995
0.4995
0.4997

According to Table 1, it is easily to find that the number of ones in the sequence is about 50% not
related to the lengthes of the sequences.
The time domain properties and auto-correlation characteristics of the physical random sequence
and sequence after spreading are described in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. The time domain properties and auto-correlation characteristics of the physical random
sequence before and after spreading
Fig. 2 (a) was the sequence of plaintext, which was the information before spreading, (b) was the
physical random sequence, (c) was the spreaded sequence, (d), (e) and (f) were the autocorrelations of
(a), (b) and (f). It is easy to find that physical random sequence spreading sequence has the same
autocorrelation proerties as the physical random sequence itself not related to the periodicity of the
plaintext though the time waveform has significant difference, which proves that physical random
sequence can effectively realize the information spreading.
Conclusions
In this manuscript, a setup for information transmission based on physical random sequence spreading
method, which is generated by physical random number generator based on room-temperature chaotic
oscillations in weakly coupled semiconductor superlattices, is demonstrated. The spreading
processing and auto-correlationg theories are similar to the pseudo random sequence. Testing results
proved the physical random sequence spreading sequence has the same autocorrelation proerties as the
physical random sequence itself not related to the periodicity of the plaintext though the time
waveform has significant difference, which proves that physical random sequence can effectively
realize the information spreading.
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